Curved metal ceilings
create river theme
The Development Alternatives Inc. project in
Bethesda, Md., consisted of 90,000 square feet
(8,361 m2 ) of office space spread over multiple
contiguous floors (2nd through 6th of a 12-story
building). DAI’s business is centered on assisting developing countries around the globe. The
lifeblood of the villages and towns it supports is
the local water source. Therefore, a major theme
was “The River.”
“We needed a unique design element to give
identity to each of the individual floor elevator lobbies while also giving identity to the whole so that
visitors would immediately realize they were on a
DAI floor,” said Architect Rob Jacobsen, AIA, vice
president of Interplan Inc., Washington, D.C. The
chosen material also needed to transfer smoothly
from elevator lobby to the main reception area.
“The undulating curves of the MetalWorks
ceiling [from Armstrong Ceiling Systems, Lancast-

er, Pa.] gave us that identity and continuity. The
smooth rhythm of the ceiling suggested a flowing
river bringing the visitor, or returning traveler, into
the space. The fact that MetalWorks ceiling panels are perforated and provide excellent acoustics
to these high traffic areas made the selection that
much easier.”
The general contractor was HITT Contracting,
Baltimore.
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Metal siding adds visual contrast to masonry
Located in San Luis Obispo, Calif., Ricardo Court
Industrial is an eight building complex, totaling
33,500 square feet (3,112 m2 ). The site consists of
seven separate small parcels, varying in size.
The design goal was to create a ﬂexible, low
maintenance, light industrial complex that could be
functional for a wide variety of possible tenants.
The design challenge was complicated by the small
size of the parcels and the creek that runs along the
edge of the project, which required special attention to avoid building interference.
The design concept was to create a theme
that recalled historic factory aesthetics in a modern
form. The overall complex was envisioned to work
together and appear as one project, with multiple
buildings. The buildings were grouped together to
give the appearance of four larger structures.
The materials included split face and precision
concrete block, exterior plaster and metal siding
(over concrete block). Vertical ﬁns were employed
to recall the historic factory forms and serve as
a functional component to house electrical and

ﬁre sprinkler equipment. McElroy Metal’s MegaRib 24-gauge Kynar 500 Brite Red added a visual
contrast to both the smooth and split face masonry,
while relating back to former industrial building
materials. Steven D Pults, AIA & Associates LLP,
San Luis Obispo, Calif., was the architect. Quaglino
Properties, San Luis Obispo, was the owner and
builder, and Quaglino Roofing, San Luis Obispo,
was the installer.
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